Several practical problems which arise in optics are related to achieving a desired three -dimensional signal distribution inside a bounded spatial domain. If we deal with harmonic time dependence, we find an example in integrated circuit microfabrication; if time dependence is arbitrary, we may think of pulse compression in dispersive media. To all of these problems there is a unifying approach based on axiomatic system theory. This theory is well -known to rely on the state space formulation. The way in which the in put acts on the state is quantified by the "controllability" concept. Similarly "observability" relates output data to the state. Strictly related to this approach is the "optimal control problem ", where the task is to find an input which minimizes a functional consisting of two addenda: a physical term comparing the obtained output with the desired one by some quadratic criterion, and an economical term related to the cost of a given input. These concepts are widely used in signal processing, control theory, etc. Their application to optical problems requires them to be extended to distributed parameter systems. For the cases discussed in the text controllability results will be given and optimal control problems will be stated.
Introduction
By "image" we mean in the following any optical signal depending on the spatial position x in a volume of the three-dimensional (3 -D) euclidean space R3 and on time t, i.e. we are interested in real, not virtual images, which may be dynamical. When dealing with a generally complex-valued amplitude 'p we shall then write:
ip(x,t) E C ; xES2 C F3 ; t 0 Intensities will be denoted by W(x,t)I 2.
An optical system usually operates some transformation on a signal,the result of which must be evaluated : we shall investigate to which extent the inner physical nature of the system allows a desired 3 -D image to be realized. Our task requires the basic concepts of system theory, which will be briefly explained.
Axiomatic system theorL 2.1 Basic setting
Everybody knows that a two -dimensional (2 -D) signal coming out of an optical device can be related to the 2 -D input by the optical transfer function (OTF). This function characterizes the "empyrical" description of the system because it relates physically measurable quantities. To deal with our problem, we might generalize the OTF concept to 3 -D signals, but we choose another approach, which gives us a deeper physical insight,by defining the system state 'p(x,t) .
For our purpose lip obeys a set of partial differential equations (PDEs). In Maxwell's equations 'p(x,t) is a vector made up of the electric and magnetic field vectors; in Helmholtz's equation lip(x) is a complex scalar having suppressed time dependence exp -iCO t. If the fields interact with matter , other evolution equations are given; the state vector then includes other quantities such as population inversion, polarization , etc., i.e. the state completely specifies the inner system structure. The other elements needed to complete the picture will be listed presently.
Our system is a set:
(U, p,Y ;AQ,AF ,BQ ,BI, ,c) (1) where U in the input set,P is the state space,usually a Hilbert space, Y is the output set. The other elements are operators pertaining to the constitutive equations, i.e. the PD state equation : An(x,t)W(x,t) = Bp(x) u(x,t) ; xESQ ; t =o ;VET; uE Ug , (2) 
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(U, <p,Y;A^,Ar ,B fl ,B p ,C) (l) where U in the input set,<P is the state space , usually a Hilbert space, Y is the output set. The other elements are operators pertaining to the constitutive equations, i.e. the PD state equation :
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The geometry is sketched in Figure 1 . For short we shall denote w the vector input (u;v) EUD xUr := U.
If dynamics is relevant we must specify initial conditions (ICs) for '/)and its n -1 time derivatives, being n the order of the highest time derivative contained in AD (x,t). Equation (2) tells that the state vector is acted upon by the partial differential operator AD and how the external control u affects its behaviour. BD u is a "distributed" source term. Controls can be applied on the boundary as well, by Br in equation (3) . (distributed observation), or along F (boundary observation).
If the five operators are linear and the time dependent part of AD (AF ) consists only of partial time derivatives from order 1 to n (n -1), then the dynamical system (1) is said to be linear and time -invariant. All signals are assumed to be known functions of space and time, i.e. we restrict ourselves to deterministic systems.
From now on we shall assume that a solution for (2),(3) plus ICs exists and is unique. Existence is supported by experimental evidence in physical reality: hence existence is a necessary condition for an adequate mathematical model. Other requirements, e.g. wellposedness, not to be discussed here, must also hold.
The basic system properties stressed by an axiomatic approach are controllability and observability.
2.2 Controllability and observability.
As the source terms are varied at will inside U, the solution ylo(x,T;w)_at time T spans a set So:= { 2/Jo(x,T;w); w E U; all ICs = 0 } If Sois dense in tP (So= T ) we say the dynamical system to be "null-controllable" in time T. Controllability depends on the maps BD ,BF and on the "evolution" operators AQ ,AF . If they are linear and time-invariant null -controllability implies by superposition controllability from all ICs (S = ).
As controllability is a density statement, it can be related to a uniqueness question. We have to look for an element h which is orthogonal to the set S (see e.g. Lions' Chapter 3). If the only h satisfying this requirement is the null vector, then S = T (HahnBanach's theorem). Other methods to prove this property apply. For "controllability via stabilizability" for linear PDEs the Reader should refer to Russell and Chen3 .
If the system does not depend on time, e.g. when (2) is Helmholtz's equation,a "controllability -like" property can still be defined. In fact whenever the range of a map is dense in some space we may introduce the controllability concept in a generalized sense, following Lions] (Chapter 2). This will be done in section 4.
Observability is a property depending on the map C : if C is injective or one -to -one the system is said to be "observable ". For a linear operator C observability is proved by determining its kernel (Ker C), the set of elements which map into the null vector. If this holds uniquely for the null vector in the domain of C then C is invertible.
Duality
Both of the previously defined properties are related to uniqueness of some element. We expect then a strong link between controllability and observability, which is formally SPIE Vol. 212 Optics and Photonics Applied to Three -Dimensional Imagery (1979) / 55
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and boundary conditions (BCs) :
where JT is the boundary offl . Equation (3) If dynamics is relevant we must specify initial conditions (IGs) for 1p and its n-1 time derivatives, being n the order of the highest time derivative contained in A^ (x,t).
Equation (2) tells that the state vector is acted upon by the partial differential ope-rator AQ and how the external control u affects its behaviour. Bo u is a "distributed" source term. Controls can be applied on the boundary as well, by Bp in equation If the five operators are linear and the time dependent part of AQ (A r ) consists only of partial time derivatives from order 1 to n (n-1), then the dynamical system (1) is said to be linear and time-invariant. All signals are assumed to be known functions of space and time, i.e. we restrict ourselves to deterministic systems.
Controllability and observability.
As the source terms are varied at will inside U, the solution t/JQ(x,T;w)_at time T spans a set S 0 :={ t/J0(x,T;w); w e U; all IGs = 0 } .If S0 is dense in # (S0 = #) we say the dynamical system to be "null-controllable" in time T. Controllability depends on the maps B^ ,Bp and on the "evolution" operators AQ ,Ap . If they are linear and time-invariant null-controllability implies by superposition controllability from all ICs (S = # ) As controllability is 3 density statement, it can be related to a uniqueness question. We have to look for an element h which is orthogonal to the set S (see e.g. Lions 1 Chapter 3). If the only h satisfying this requirement is the null vector, then S = *P (HahnBanach's theorem). Other methods to prove this property apply. For "controllability via stabilizability" for linear PDEs the Reader should refer to Russel 2 and Chen 3 .
If the system does not depend on time, e.g. when (2) is Helmholtz's equation,a "controllability -like" property can still be defined. In fact whenever the range of a map is dense in some space we may introduce the controllability concept in a generalized sense, following Lions' (Chapter 2). This will be done in section 4-.
Observability is a property depending on the map C : if C is infective or one-to-one the system is said to be "observable". For a linear operator C observability is proved by determining its kernel (Ker C), the set of elements which map into the null vector. If this holds uniquely for the null vector in the domain of C then C is invertible.
Duality
Both of the previously defined properties are related to uniqueness of some element. We expect then a strong link between controllability and observability, which is formally CROSTA expressed by "duality" 4, 5, 6 The "dual" or "adjoint" system is constructed from the "primal" one defined by (1), (2) , (3) and ICs by applying some rules involving:
-to reverse the time arrow and replace ICs by final conditions -to take the adjoints A +D ,A +r , of AD ,AF respectively -to interchange the role of BD ,BF , C so that the sources of the primal become observations in the dual system. The example of section 4 will clarify the last point. It should be easily seen that duality rules yield a system where controllability and observability are interchanged with reference to the primal one. When controllability of the latter is proved,observability of the adjoint is implied. Duality in optics is very popular even if it is seldom referred to with this term : Green's functions for instance are the solutions of a convenient adjoint system. It can be shown that Green's formulas, especially the second one when properly written show up duality at the first glance.
Optimal control
General
The search for an optimum is usually implied by some constraints of physical or of economical origin. This qualitative statement is translated into the task of minimizing a functional J, the general form of which is:
J(w) = P(C2p(w),zd) + E(w) (4) where P,the physical term,is an integral relationship implyingthe desired output zd and the actual one C'tp(w); E is the economical term expressing how expensive it is to implement the control w.
The optimal control problem requires to find w E Uad such that : J(w) = inf J(w) (5) EUad where Uad C U is the set of admissible controls. To ensure the existence and uniqueness (1 -q)J(w1) +gJ(w2)
A remark is needed at this point: optimal control,although strictly related to,does not imply controllability. This can be seen by considering the quadratic cost functional J(v) associated to a PDE system:
1; 1=1140,T] (6) (the overbar denotes complex conjugation) where we want the solution at time T, driven by the boundary control v to approximate zd(x) by the least mean square criterion. At the sa me time we must take the economical term into account and look for a compromise between the accuracy in duplicating zd and cost in implementing v especially where the weight function N(x) has a large value. There may exist no set of boundary controls and ICs such that i1(x,T;v) = zd although zdET , i.e. the system may not be controllable in time T. Yet it makes sense to state the optimal control problem (6). CROSTA expressed by "duality" 4 > 5 -6 . The "dual" or "adjoint" system is constructed from the "primal" one defined by (1), (2), (3) and ICs by applying some rules involving:
-to reverse the time arrow and replace ICs by final conditions -to take the adjoints A+^ ,A+r , of A^ ,Ar respectively -to interchange the role of B^ ,B r , G so that the sources of the primal become observations in the dual system. The example of section 4-will clarify the last point. It should be easily seen that duality rules yield a system where controllability and observability are interchanged with reference to the primal one. When controllability of the latter is proved, observability of the adjoint is implied. Duality in optics is very popular even if it is seldom referred to with this term : Green's functions for instance are the solutions of a convenient adjoint system. It can be shown that Green's formulas, especially the second one when properly written show up duality at the first glance.
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where P,the physical term, is an integral relationship implyingthe desired output z d and the actual one Ct/J(w); E is the economical term expressing how expensive it is to implement the control w.
The optimal control problem requires to find w e U a^ such that : 
¥wi,w2 eU ad , J((l-$)w1+ $w2 ) -(1 -$)J(wi) + $J(w2 ) ,¥$ s.t. 0£$£l .
A remark is needed at this point: optimal control , although strictly related to, does not imply controllability. This can be seen by considering the quadratic cost functional J(v) associated to a PDE system:
JQ
'2 (the overbar denotes complex conjugation) where we want the solution at time T, driven by the boundary control v to approximate z d (x) by the least mean square criterion. At the sa_ me time we must take the economical term into account and look for a compromise between the accuracy in duplicating z d and cost in implementing v especially where the weight function N(x) has a large value. There may exist no set of boundary controls and ICs such that t/j(x,T;v) = z d , although z de<P , i.e. the system may not be controllable in time T. Yet it makes sense to state the optimal control problem (6). zd(x) = A.íBE . E -3; A>0 .
Our cost functional then reads like equation (6) . Under the hypotheses of section 3.1 there exists Fig. 2 : Geometry for system (7) an optimum v which minimizes J(v).
This example is a rough approximation of the pulse compression problem in a plasma. The state equation includes the dispersion relation
where CO is the "plasma frequency "? . Control is exerted through the boundary ro only; j may e a perfectly reflecting screen . The field is supposed to satisfy Sommerfeld's radiation condition at infinity, hence r is completed by the spherical cap r2, the radius of which may diverge. We assume the field can be measured everywhere ( C = identity), although given zero ICs it will suffice by the causality assumption to measure it in a ball B , where rcccT . Compression is meant by the support of zd spanning a volume which is small in units of (c /Ct)). 4. 3 -D stationary fields
"Controllability" results
In the former section we saw that quadratic cost functionals arise when the field amplitude is of interest. Most tasks however are related to three -dimensional energy or power distributions8 . In the following we shall try to work with a cost functional containing such quantities, but before defining it we want to study in detail a PDE system relevant in everyday optics : the scalar wave equation in stationary regime. (8) The state equation is the source -free Helmholtz's.for a non -homogeneous medium enclosed in a bounded domain ,Q (see figure 3) . We have Dirichlet's BCs with boundary control on Fo. For the solution to be reasonably regular,n(x) and the geometry of F must be smooth functions : we deal with a "regular ellyptic problem "9 . Without going into further details we assume this setting adequately models some monochromatic diffraction problem. The system is not dynamical : yet all of the axiomatic theory applies. If we take for C the outward normal derivative of the field at x e j'1 : (7) Our cost functional then reads like equation (6) . Under the hypotheses of section 3-1 there exists an optimum v which minimizes J(v).
This example is a rough approximation of the pulse compression problem in a plasma. The state equation includes the dispersion relation_______ ck -
-or
where COp is the "plasma frequency" 7 . Control is exerted through the boundary F0 only;
Ti may oe a perfectly reflecting screen . The field is supposed to satisfy Sommerfeld's radiation condition at infinity, hence F is completed by the spherical cap Fg, the radius of which may diverge. We assume the field can be measured everywhere ( C = identity), although given zero ICs it will suffice by the causality assumption to measure it in a ball Br , where roccT . Compression is meant by the support of z^ spanning a volume which is small in units of (c/CO)3.
4-. 3-D stationary fields "Controllability" results
In the former section we saw that quadratic cost functionals arise when the field amplitude is of interest. Most tasks however are related to three-dimensional energy or power distributions 8 . In the following we shall try to work with a cost functional containing such quantities, but before defining it we want to study in detail a PDE system relevant in everyday optics : the scalar wave equation in stationary regime.
(A + k2n2 (x))^= 0 (8) The state equation is the source-free Helmholtz's. for a non-homogeneous medium enclosed in a bounded domain Q (see figure 3) . We have Dirichlet's BCs with boundary control on To-For the solution to be reasonably regular,n(x) and the geometry of F must be smooth functions : we deal with a "regular ellyptic problem" 9 . Without going into further details we assume this setting adequately models some monochromatic diffraction problem. The system is not dynamical : yet all of the axiomatic theory applies. If we take for C the outward normal derivative of the field at x e T : C : = A dV CROSTA following Lions ,chapter 2, we can study the To-4 1 "controllability" property, i.e. the density in a convenient Hilbert space of the set S : ={ i(x;v); xE r; VE L2( ro) } .
The proof of this property will show the anticipated role of duality. The adjoint system reads:
(HIT = 0 ; xE52 99 IT= o; 9) Ii=b (9) because Helmholtz's operator is self adjoint and because the role of control and observation has been interchanged. The source term b is chosen to be orthogonal to the set S in the Dirac (.,.) sense:
av ' av Byr applying the second Green's formula and performing some calculations we get:
JdaT/av)v d1'0 =0, v VE L2( 1-0). For this to hold we need 8 /avI Vo = 0, which together with 97, v, = 0 forms the Cauchy data pair for system (9), implying 97= 0. In particular the only acceptable b is b = 0 . We were looking for an element orthogonal to S in the sense of (10): we find it is unique and equals zero. Hence we invoke Hahn -Banach's theorem to state the jö ---+17 "controllability" for the primal system (8). If we assume the adjoint observation map to be ag9/avl r0 we then check that also the Ti --> 11 "observability" for the adjoint,(9), has been proved because a47/av 11=0 implies zero field on Fl.
The same method holds to prove observability for the primal system, i.e. the ability to get v unambiguously from normal derivative measurements on F1, an important property in inverse diffraction problems1)
, where the BCs may differ from ours.
It would be tempting to extend the former result to the proper F. the regularity of which depends on that of the data. If we set u =0 , W (x;v) spans a clos ed subspace of W( S2) . It should moreover be apparent that by no means can we approximate 4V(x;u;v) , where u / 0 is given,by solutions of (11) with u = 0. For a better understand ing of this negative statement we may invoke some physical arguments as it is done in the literature 11,12 for different BCs.
Optimal control
The consequence of non -controllability is that by applying a control on the boundary alone we cannot physically realize an arbitrary 3 -D amplitude or intensity function. This must not prevent us from defining a cost functional and examining some way to overcome the limitation. In writing the new J we trade linearity for practical meaning, i.e. we measure intensity all over SZ CV : = (12) and we want to approximate the desired 3-D intensity function Izd12 by the usual least mean square criterion. Then J reads:
(13)
SZ
It can be shown that J of equation (13) enjoys all properties listed in section 3.1, except convexity which does not hold basically because C of (12) is not one -to -one. There may be more than one v(x) E Uad such that J(v) is a local minimum. The economical term is however defined in order to make minima distinguishable by their numerical values. To this end N is a self -adjoint operator acting on v such that the inner product (Nv,v) is coerci-58 / SPIE Vol. 212 Optics and Photonics Applied to Three -Dimensional Imagery (1979) CROSTA following Lions 1 , chapter 2, we can study the F0 -> P\_ "controllability" property, i.e. the density in a convenient Hilbert space of the set S := The proof of this property will show the anticipated role of duality. The adjoint system reads:
Eg) = 0 ; x 6 Q 9 r0 = °; 0>l (9) because Helmholtz's operator is self adjoint and because the role of control and observation has been interchanged. The source term b is chosen to be orthogonal to the set S in the Dirac 7.,.N sense: /£^,b)=0,¥^ES .
(10) \dV I dV By applying the second Green's formula and performing some calculations we get: dr o =0, ¥ VEL2 ( F0 ). For this to hold we need d(p/dV\r<> = °> which together with (f jr0 =0 forms the Gauchy data pair for system (9), implying <p= 0. In particular the only acceptable b is b = 0 .We were looking for an element orthogonal to S in the sense of (10): we find it is unique and equals zero. Hence we invoke Hahn-Banach f s theorem to state the Tl -+ T\ "controllability" for the primal system (8). If we assume the adjoint observation map to be dCp/dV\ J~S we then check that also the P]_ -* To "observability" for the adjoint, (9), has been proved because d(f/dV\ 1^0=0 implies zero field on J^.
The same method holds to prove observability for the primal system, i.e. the ability to get v unambiguously from normal derivative measurements on F]_, an important property in inverse diffraction problems 10 , where the BCs may differ from ours.
It would be tempting to extend the former result to the proper F0 > Q controllability but here the very nature of the state equation forbids this step. We reach what Lohmann 11 defines "the limits of 3-D display". Let W( Q ) be the Hilbert space containing all solutions 1/J (x;u;v) of (11) the regularity of which depends on that of the data. If we set u=0 , t^(x;v) spans a clO£ ed subspace of W(fl) . It should moreover be apparent that by no means can we approximate 1/J(x;u;v) , where u ^ 0 is given,by solutions of (11) with u = 0. For a better understand ing of this negative statement we may invoke some physical arguments as it is done in the literature 11 -12 for different BCs.
Optimal control
The consequence of non-controllability is that by applying a control on the boundary alone we cannot physically realize an arbitrary 3-D amplitude or intensity function. This must not prevent us from defining a cost functional and examining some way to overcome the limitation. In writing the new J we trade linearity for practical meaning, i.e. we measure intensity all over Q : (12) by the usual least and we want to approximate the desired 3-D intensity function mean square criterion. Then J reads:
It can be shown that J of equation (13) enjoys all properties listed in section 3.1, except convexity which does not hold basically because C of (12) is not one-to-one. There may be more than one v(x) e U ad such that J(v) is a local minimum. The economical term is however defined in order to make minima distinguishable by their numerical values. To this end N is a self-adjoint operator acting on v such that the inner product (Nv,v) is coerci-ve.
AXIOMATIC SYSTEM THEORY AND OPTICAL IMAGES (Nv,v) > 611v11 2; U> 0 . (14) Another situation of physical interest is described by the following functional:
J((vj))=JdOLL,aj(x) Wj(x) 2 -Ilzd(x)2 2 + Z,(Njvj,vj); l`j`-K , ( (8) where the wevenumber k.nj (x) is also a knowl function . Each of the K economical terms enjoys property (14) . The task is to find the optimum input,the K-component vector (vj) Both functionals (13) and (14) can be associated to practical problems. Operation with a single wavelength simplifies amplitude and phase control of the input; one disadvantage may be the onset of standing waves near a reflecting boundary PI . This is an implication . of the "resolution limit" set by = 2 G /kn and an alternative statement for r°--4Q noncontrollability. Even with the optimum v the mean square error P in (13) will be "large ". A possible way to overcome the effect of standing waves is to operate with polychromatic light: the "ripple" of the total intensity will be reduced but the control task becomes more difficult because we have to set the phases and amplitudes of K independent inputs.
Application to 3 -D material processing
The above stated methods apply e.g. to the proximity printing microfabrication of large scale integrated circuits,where an optimum exposure profile must be found for the resist layer spread over a silicon wafer partly covered by a thin Si02 film 13,14 . It is well known that the technology involves multiple exposures,partly with monochromatic and partly with broad spectrum light, to which our models (13) and (15) respectively apply. The BCs in system (8) namely account for the mask ( P°) and the reflecting Si layer (WI), whereas the optical and geometrical properties of the resist and of Si02 must appear in n(x). A description based on the OTF alone for this image forming system would not account for the practically relevant volume effects: standing waves and their smoothing by polychromatic postexposure14 Actually the processing of any material,not only the photoresist, implies a change of its physical and chemical properties as electromagnetic (e.m.) energy is absorbed in the bulk. A complete treatment of the phenomenon should therefore include the dynamics of the medium, the time constant of which is usually much longer than one period of the e.m. field. This would lead us to a system of generally non -linear coupled equations, where e.g. the refractive index of the medium slowly depends on t via the total e.m. energy absorbed up to t. The role of photochemical reactions has however not been analysed here to avoid cluttering the basic concepts of optimal control theory by too many technical details.
